
faculty of media & creative arts drone policy
RELATING TO FMTV FILM SHOOTS

the use of drones (uavs) for filming is strictly prohibited in the fmtv program except when the following 
conditions have been met. drone footage that has been captured without obtaining the approval of the executive 
producer, or without following these requirements, cannot be included in the final edited version or the film 
will not be included in any final class screening.

notes: operation of a uav for filming is defined as non-recreational use by canadian aviation regulations set out 
by transport canada. fine for illegal operations is $5,000 for the individual and $25,000 for the organization 
(humber college). liability insurance for operating a uav/drone is not part of humber’s general insurance 
policy. humber’s campus is within controlled airspace and close to canada’s busiest airport.

for drones with a maximum take off weight exceeding 25 kg, a sfoc (special fight operations certificate) is 
required, along with aviation insurance.

for drones with a maximum take off weight not exceeding 25 kg, operation must meet all all conditions set out 
in:

http://www.tc.gc.ca/civilaviation/regserv/affairs/exemptions/docs/en/2879.htm

 1. drone must be operated by a licensed drone pilot with ground school certificate who is being paid for  
 their professional services
 2. must be operated at least 5 miles away from built up areas
 3. the operator must subscribe for liability insurance with a minimum of $100,000 coverage
 4. the operator must obtain a permit or permission in writing from the property owner on the uav take   
 off and landing occurs
 5. the student producer must provide the following documents to the executive producer in advance of   
 operation:
  • a copy of the exemption from sections 602.41 and 603.66 of the canadian aviation regulations
  • proof of liability insurance coverage
  • name, address and telephone number of the uav operator; and
  • a copy of the uav system operating limitations

you must sign a copy of this handout, stating that you have read and abide by these rules. you must also provide 
your executive producer with a digital and hard copy prior to your shoot.

i agree that if drone footage is acquired for a humber production without obtaining the approval of the 
executive producer or without following these requirements, the footage cannot be included in the final edited 
version or the film will not be included in any final class screening

i _________________________(your name) have read the policies for operating drones on humber 
college (fmtv) film production shoots. i hereby confirm that i will abide by all the rules set out and take full 
responsibility for all requirements being met.

signature

http://www.tc.gc.ca/civilaviation/regserv/affairs/exemptions/docs/en/2879.htm 
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